Sr20det weight

It is a popular inline four-cylinder engine fitted into a variety of cars, generally the Nissan Silvia
and SX. The CA18 was deemed too expensive to produce and no longer met Japanese emission
standards, so it was replaced by the SR The SR, just like the out-going CA, was a turbocharged
intercooled engine in top form. Nissan also produced a cheaper naturally aspirated version
called the SR20DE. The S14 and S15 use a bigger turbocharger than the S13 models. S15 Black
top - 99â€”02 Silvias. While all factory manufactured SR20DET's featured a single turbine unit,
some aftermarket tuners have engineered working twin-turbo configurations. These were
mounted on a custom exhaust manifold, custom downpipe and required many engine bay
modifications to fit correctly. This twin-turbo setup achieved its peak power between 5,â€”6,
rpm at 2. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Nissan Motor Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan
Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Categories : Nissan engines. Hidden categories: Commons category link
is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Straight-3 HR UD. When it comes to Japanese sport compacts, an engine's success
stems from its design, performance, consumer embrace, and in our world, aftermarket support.
For Nissan fanatics, the venerable SR20 engine is a four-cylinder favorite. This versatile mill
was produced for over 13 years in practically every configuration imaginable; from naturally
aspirated and forced-induction, to all three driveline options: front-wheel, rear-wheel, and
all-wheel drive. At a time when drifting matured from an underground and illicit style of driving
in Japan to a mainstream form of motorsport in the U. Add to this the extensive aftermarket
support already offered by Japanese tuners and performance-minded manufacturers, and the
performance ceiling rises substantially. The SR engine family comes in a variety of
displacements and cylinder head technologies. So what's the big deal about these engines?
They're factory turbocharged, have power potential twice that of stock output with factory
internals and, thanks to the aftermarket, can be built for even greater power potential. Nissan
engineered its turbocharged, all-aluminum SR20DET engine with a square, 86mm bore and
86mm stroke dimension, which is favored for its balance of torque and horsepower output. The
block features a closed deck with alloy cylinder liners and each cylinder has an under-piston oil
sprayer to help maintain piston temperatures. Up top, the valve cylinder head features
chain-driven, dual overhead camshafts that permit independent adjustment of camshaft timing
when aftermarket adjustable cam gears are installed. The cams lift the valvetrain by way of
rocker arms with hydraulic valve lifters, the benefit of which is reduced maintenance, since they
constantly and automatically adjust for valve clearance. A single throttle body regulates the
incoming air charge that pressurizes the aluminum intake manifold. As the air is distributed to
the intake ports, side feed, high-impedance fuel injectors spray atomized fuel into the
combustion chambers. A coil-on-plug ignition system delivers precise spark timing for optimal
combustion and performance. Over the course of its production life, the SR20 experienced an
evolution of small changes that distinguish each generation Nissan released. These engines
came with a "High Port" cylinder head that relied on non-variable timing camshafts and offered
excellent airflow from the factory, making them desirable as a performance option that did not
require heavy port work. This engine produced horsepower in stock trim but could support
approximately hp safely on a stock bottom end, the right combination of bolt-on parts, turbo
upgrade, fuel delivery improvements, and calibration. This engine first appeared in the S14
Silvia at the end of This engine, characterized by its unusually shaped valve cover, earned it the
nicknames "Notch Top" and "Slant Top. Calibrated with the VTC on the intake camshaft, the low
port head offered improved response while delivering greater peak power compared to the
previous SR20 engines. With boost supplied by a larger, journal bearing Garrett T28
turbocharger, stock output increased to hp. In , Nissan Motorsports released a limited edition
called the R. This run of only 30 units generated hp and sported a host of Nissan Motorsports
performance upgrades to complement the higher engine output. For this engine, Nissan
eliminated the "dumb" coils with the external igniter in favor of "smart" coils with built in
igniters. An improved engine management system regulates the fuel delivery and ignition timing
to produce hp. What gives the SR20 such potential and staying power? Aftermarket support.
Nissan started producing this engine in , and despite ceasing production of this engine with the
model year S15 Silvia Spec R, the aftermarket continued to support each of these variants with
performance parts that have continued to release even to this day. From the basic bolt-ons to
rotating assemblies, stroker kits and full cylinder head tuning, options for tuning are plentiful.
After you've made the basic intake, downpipe, and exhaust upgrades, prepare to invest in
engine management solutions for the more advanced bolt-ons like intake manifolds and
front-mount intercoolers. The importance of an aftermarket engine management system
becomes paramount once you've upgraded injectors, fuel pump, ignition system, exhaust
manifold, and turbocharger, followed by an increase in boost pressure. If you've taken the valve

cover off to upgrade the camshafts, it's a good idea to add rocker arm stoppers to keep the
rocker arms from being flung at high engine speeds. If you're hardcore, ditch the hydraulic
valve lifters in favor of solid lifters. Since solid lifters do not move, they reduce the chances of
the rocker arms being flung from their positions. The only caveat is that they're a pain when it
comes to dialing in the valve lash. Even so, many argue that the effort is worthwhile, since they
won't likely need to be adjusted for quite some time. Depending on the parts you choose and
the type of fuel you're running, these upgrades could get you anywhere from the high to-midhp
range. If you blew your SR20 engine or are just ready to step up to the next level, you're ready
to upgrade your engine internals. The alloy cylinder liners of the SR20 can only be over-bored 0.
Fortunately, there are a few choices available when it comes to re-sleeving a block, and the
stout, aftermarket ductile iron cylinder sleeves expand your options to use much larger pistons.
In the case of the SR20, you can safely go up to a 90mm bore and still have plenty of cylinder
wall thickness to contain the immense cylinder pressures without cracking. It's also a good idea
to upgrade connecting rods at this time, especially if you're planning to increase the output of
the engine. For increased torque, lengthen the stroke by way of a stroker crankshaft. Plan to
order custom pistons if you do, as the pin position will need to be adjusted to accommodate the
longer stroke. To improve airflow in and out of the cylinders, simply installing higher lift and
longer duration camshafts can have a significant effect on engine output and the shape of the
horsepower and torque curves. Larger valves and port work can further complement the bigger
camshafts for optimal volumetric efficiency. But remember, bigger isn't always better. Head
porting, valvetrain, and camshaft selection go together with turbo sizing to achieve the desired
peak output and torque curve. Going big with high peak power output is great if you're drag
racing, but usually translates into numb response and boost lag on the streets or on a road
course. Choose your upgrades based on the purpose for the build or what you plan to do most
with the car. A high output build typically sucks in traffic. Horsepower junkies will argue against
the SR20DET engine, since it is not based on an iron block or that its output can't compete with
the likes of the inline six-cylinder RB or JZ engines. However, there are compelling reasons to
get into an SR20 swap. The lightweight, aluminum SR20 engine helps to maintain the excellent
weight balance that the SX is known for, which contributes to its desirable, neutral handling.
The RB and JZ engines weigh quite a bit more, which puts more ballast toward the front. Thanks
to more than two decades of development and aftermarket support, there are still plenty of parts
available for these engines. When built properly, the SR20 can reliably support more than hp at
the wheels. For those seeking a reliable, cost-effective engine swap that is practically a drop in
for the S13 and S14 SX, look no further. Understanding rod ratio and rod-to-stroke angle and
how they affect engine performance. Everything you need to know about creating a show
quality shaved and tucked engine compartment. Check out our guide to understanding the
Toyota 2JZ-GTE for everything you'll ever want to know about one of the greatest production
engines in history. Going For An Engine Swap? In day 4 of the Week to Wicked gets a power
adder, as well as improved cooling and a new battery. Blowoff Valves Explained. Porting Rotary
Engines - Port Authority. SuperStreetOnline how to. View Photo Gallery 12 Photos. Flat Top
Zenki. Flat Top Kouki. Notch Top The first generation Flat Top cylinder head 1 can be
distinguished from the second generation 2 by the cooling fins at the front of the head.
However, the aftermarket offers adjustable gears that permit "degreeing" the camshafts for
optimal performance. By comparison, the notch top features a more traditional looking low port
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Street Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and
promotions from Super Street Online. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with
special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Super Street Online. By subscribing
you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. Sponsored Links. Make Model Year
Search. Related Articles SuperStreetOnline how to. Article may contain affiliate links. As an
Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. Photo via moi-meme. This well-known
Japanese performance engine was normally produced in cars in the Japanese and European
markets. The engine was produced until This engine was and still is popular for its high
performance output for such a small, light engine. Many of these engines are no longer in stock
condition as this engine is very popular for part swaps to further increase performance. This
engine was not offered in any regular offerings in North America, but due to the demand for this
engine, there are many shops that specialize in swapping the SR20DET engine specifically. The
red top and the black top versions were quite similar, offering hp at RPM and lb-ft of torque at
RPM. The next engine was the S14 model, which was introduced in This engine offered a bump
in horsepower of hp at RPM, although the peak torque remained lb-ft. In the S15 model was
introduced. This engine was capable of hp at RPM. The exact displacement of this engine is 1.

This engine has both a bore and stroke of 3. With any performance engine, especially a smaller
performance engine like this one, weight is critical. To add strength and robustness, especially
to handle the increased pressure from this turbocharged engine, the cylinders were lined with
iron liners. This engine also used cast aluminum pistons, although they were treated with a
special thermal coating at the top. The valvetrain for this engine, as already alluded to, is dual
overhead camshaft. This 4 cylinder engine has a total of 16 valves, with 2 intake and 2 exhaust
per cylinder. Other material considerations were also taken into account to provide robustness
for this performance engine that operates at high engine speeds and under the increased
pressures from the turbocharger. Some of these improvements include a deep skirt design as
well as larger than normal crankshaft and connecting rods for this displacement of an engine.
The 2. This engine is particularly popular among tuners; as some dedicated shops exist that
solely swap the SR20DET engine. This turbocharged engine offers up to hp in some
applications, which is very strong for this size engine, although with updated tuning kits now
available, the performance can significantly exceed this. Although this engine was never offered
in normal production in the United States, it is not rare for someone to buy a compatible Nissan
car and install the SR20DET. Although there are certainly many of these engines still available,
it is very likely that the parts are not stock, as this engine is commonly customized. In one of
the most famous and legendary Nissan engines was produced. Nissan Bluebird was the first
car, equipped with SR This engine replaced cast-iron CA SR20DE used aluminium cylinder
block with dry cast iron sleeves. It is a square engine, so its piston stroke and cylinder diameter
are of the same size mm. SR20DE connecting rods are Cylinder head has two camshafts and 4
valves per each cylinder. This engine uses multi point fuel injection system. Along with this,
SR20Di version was produced, which used single point fuel injection system. In contrast to
SR20DE, it had modified head with revised ports. It increased the engine rev limiter to 7, RPM. In
this engine was modified a little: the intake camshaft was changed for the new duration , lift 8. It
reduced redline to 7, In SR20DE roller rocker appeared. And also they used new valves 3mm
shorter , modified valve springs, light pistons, lighter crankshaft and short-length intake
manifold. These modifications were produced till , and after that SR20DE was discontinued. It
had red valve cover and had been produced since to This engine used Garrett T25G
turbocharger, and the maximal boost pressure was 7 psi 0. It had new pistons compression
ratio 8. Compression ratio is abated to 8. Also it uses Garrett T28 TB turbocharger, boost
pressure has increased to It appeared in and its various versions were produced till It was
equipped with variable valve timing system VTC on the intake camshaft, modified intake
manifold and 50mm throttle body. This engine uses Garrett T28 turbocharger with boost
pressure 7 psi 0. Besides, the engine was also equipped with big intercooler. Boost pressure
was It exists in two variants: 1. SR20DET was discontinued in SR20VE camshafts: intake
duration deg, lift 8. The engine was installed on Nissan Bluebird, Primera and Wingroad. The
engine used modified long length intake manifold, enlarged throttle body 70mm , new inlet
valves and valve springs, modified exhaust manifold, and also pistons were somewhat updated.
SR20VE 20V camshafts: intake duration deg, lift SR20VE was discontinued in It had been
produced since to SR20VET camshafts: intake duration deg, lift 8. Maximal boost pressure
reached 8. But if you have SR20VE, then it is necessary to regulate them when ticking noise
appears. All SR20 versions use timing chain and it should be changed every , miles of mileage ,,
km. Though quite often its service life exceeds , miles , km. SR20DE firing order is SR engines
are very reliable and durable. They do not have any great problems or faults. Sometimes a
problem of rough idle appears. It mainly happens because of idle air control valve, or your fuel
might be of low-quality. Also MAF sensor fails sometimes. SR20DE engine has quite long
lifetime, on condition of using high-quality motor oil and serving the engine regularly. This lets
increasing lifespan to , miles of mileage , km or even more. So, in case if you have decided to
increase the power of your naturally aspirated SR20DE, first of all you should choose the head
to work with: low port or high port. If you would not like doing port and polish, then it is better
to choose SR20DE low port head, it flows rather well. If you plan to do porting, then SR20DE
high port head will be preferable, it has higher potential. What will help to increase SR20DE
power? It will give you some additional horsepower, though not much. To gain much power
indeed, compression ratio should be increased. For this light pistons SR20VE will suit perfectly.
They will increase compression ratio to This way you will be able to gain about horsepower for
such engine. These are the best mods for SR20DE. It will increase compression ratio to Also
buy lightweight flywheel, header and 3 inch performance exhaust system. These mods will give
you more than HP. It is rather expensive, for you would have to install oil jets, change pistons,
buy fuel pump, fuel pressure regulator and fuel injectors. Besides, turbocharger, turbo
manifold, intercooler, oil feed line, oil return line, JWT ECU and other things are required.
Thanks to these mods you will gain up to horsepower on stock internals. Better not exceeding

horsepower to feel calmer. If it is not the limit for you and you wish over HP, then it is better not
running a risk and purchase new forged pistons and H-beam rods. After this it is possible to
increase the boost to the highest and gain horsepower. Still not enough? Such engines are
somewhat reliable. Mitsubishi 4G63T. Mitsubishi 4G Honda K20A K20C. Honda K24A K24Z.
Toyota 2UZ. Honda J Toyota 5A. BMW S Toyota 2ZR. Search for:. Recent Posts Popular Posts.
Yokohama plant. Nissan SR DOHC 4 valves per cylinder. Engine lifespan, km miles -Official
information -Real. Just out of curiosity what was included in that weight. Was the turbo and all
acc's on the engine? See my thread in the L6 forum, including my links. I think the L6 5 speed is
between 75 and lbs, I can pick it up with a reasonable effort. I would love to find out what a fully
dressed L6 and tranny weights. Does the 5 spd really weigh that much? I'd have guessed lbs.
We weighed his sr20det engine and tranny as one peice. It weighed in around pounds! Now this
is NICE!!!! I packed a L6 5 speed with cross member,shifter,slave,throwout bearing with no oil in
a box with old blanket packing and UPS told me it was a little over pounds. It's practically a race
engine stock. I weighed it after I carried it up to my 2nd floor apartment, 4 flights of stairs, so
there is no way its that heavy, even though it sure feels like it. Does anyone know what a
ca18det weighs? I've been cosidering a four banger swap vs. I understand the sr20 weighs lbs,
but the ca18 is an iron block. Will it make that much of a difference? There is a reason why the
orginally CA powered sx was replaced with an SR motor in later years. Don't worry, I'm a sissy.
According to SCC Mag, the ca18det shares it's combustion chamber design, and most
valvetrain components and cam profiles with the vg30de. They also say that in Japan, the ca18
is just as popular with Silvia tuners as the sr They prefer the iron block for higher power
outputs. Not saying there's anything wrong with th sr--I know it's a stout motor--but I just think
it would be a really cool and original swap Not that an sr20 swap isn't, but alot of people talk
about the sr; no one ever hypes the ca. It would be cool to see one in a Z, and I can't imagine it
would be any more difficult that an sr20 swap I'm assuming they mount the same, ofcourse. I
don't know about an sr20det, but word on the street says that an sr20de weighs about lbs, or so
I'm told. Everyone seems to focus on the weight of the AL block of the SR. The thing people
seem to forget is that, since an AL is weaker, the cylinders need to be made beefier than a iron
block of the same durability. What this means it that any weight saving from the AL block is
counteracted by the amount of metal needed unless it's sleeved like other manufacturers do. It
can be summed it up in one word--COST. There are numerous cost saving methods Nissan
used on the SR. After installing pistons, rods, cams, and a EMS, the differences are practically
none. It all boils down to what you want out of your car. I'm not going for over hp, until I work all
of the bugs out probably at least 6 months , and even after that, I'm only wanting around ish, so
I don't see myself going CA. I'd only go CA if I was planning on going above that. The CA motor
makes quite a bit less torque, though I raced numerous CA19's in Japan, and they all had fully
built motors with a lot more work under the hood Not to say the CA isn't capable, because it
damn sure is. But the SR makes more power dollar for dollar, from stock to full tuned. The
cylinder walls are sleeved, so they don't melt down as some people imagine happens with an
aluminum block. This includes the CA and SR motors. Actually, the SR motor is not sleeved.
I've seen numerous SRs, and whether NA or turbo, they are aluminum through and through. The
block on the SR is, in fact, very strong for being AL; however, one overheating, and it's history.
When tuning a car, you need to think about the worst case scenario. In the end, it's all just
personal preference. I wish that it was Iron, but so what? On a side note. I am planning on doing
the solid lash, and keeping the revs at a reasonable level. You can post now and register later. If
you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75
emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL.
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